Partially observable Markov decision Processes provide an excellent statistical framework to deal with spoken dialog systems that admits global optimization and deal with uncertainty of user goals. However its put in practice entails intractable problems that need efficient and suboptimal approaches. Alternatively some pattern recognition techniques have also been proposed. In this framework the joint probability distribution over some semantic language provided by the speech understanding system and the language of actions provided by the dialog manager need to be estimated. In this work we propose to model this joint probability distribution by stochastic regular bi-languages that have also been successfully proposed for machine translation purposes. To this end a Probabilistic Finite State Bi-Automaton is defined in the paper. As an extension to this model we also propose an attributed model that allows to deal with the task attribute values. Valued attributed are attached to the states in such a way that usual learning and smoothing techniques can be applied as shown in the paper. As far as we know it is the first approach based on stochastic bi-languages formally defined to deal with dialog tasks.
Introduction
Spoken Dialogue Systems (SDS) aim to enable people to interact with computers, using the spoken language in a natural way (Young, 2000; Raux et al., 2006) . However, the management of an SDS is a very complex task that involves many other problems to be solved like the Automatic Speech Recognition (ASR), semantic representation and understanding, answer generation, etc. According to the information provided by the user and the history of previous dialogues the dialogue manager must decide the next action to be taken. Due to its complexity the design of dialogue managers has been traditionally related to rules based methodologies (Lee et al., 2006) , sometimes combined with some statistical knowledge (Varges et al., 2009 ). These methodologies have been successfully used for specific tasks. But they are hard to be developed and they lack sensitivity to changes present in real tasks. Then plan-based and task-independent dialogue managers have been also proposed (Raux et al., 2006; Bohus and Rudnicky, 2009 ). In addition, statistical models based on Markov Decision Processes can be found for dialogue managers (Levin et al., 2000; Young, 2000) .
Partially Observable Markov Decision Processes (POMDP) provided an excellent statistical framework that admits global optimization and deal with uncertainty of user goals (Williams and Young, 2007) . This formulation is now considered as the state of the art of statistical SDSs. However, its put in practice entails intractable problems that need efficient and suboptimal approaches such as factorization of the state space and partition of the dialogue state distributions (Williams and Young, 2007; Williams, 2010; Lee and Eskenazi, 2012a; S. Young and Williams, 2013) .
On the other hand new and challenging natural language processing tasks involving dialog are also arising in the last years. Some examples include the analysis, or generation, of online debates (Walker et al., 2012) and the story generation for games using film dialog corpora as training sample (Lin and Walker, 2011) .
In the pattern recognition framework statistical models have also been proposed to represent SDS (Georgila et al., 2006; Griol et al., 2008) . Specifically in the interactive pattern recognition framework (Toselli et al., 2011; Torres et al., 2012 ) the joint probability distribution over some semantic language provided by the speech understanding system and the hypotheses provided by the dialog manager need to be estimated.
In this work we propose to model this joint probability distribution by stochastic regular bilanguages. These languages have also been successfully proposed to deal with machine translation (Torres and Casacuberta, 2011) . To this end a Probabilistic Finite State Bi-Automaton is defined (PFSBA) in the paper. As an extension to this model we also propose an attributed model that allows to deal with the task attribute values. Valued attributed are attached to the states in such a way that usual learning and smoothing techniques can be applied as shown in the paper. As far as we know it is the first approach based on stochastic languages formally defined to deal with dialog tasks. Section 2 presents spoken dialog systems as a statistical, and interactive, pattern recognition problem.
Section 3 summarizes basic concepts related to stochastic regular bi-languages and then proposes a probabilistic finite-state bi-automata to model dialogs. We then extend this proposal to define an attributed model in Section 4. In Section 5 we deal with learning and smoothing procedures as well as with dialog generation and human-machine interaction tasks. Finally some concluding remarks are presented in Section 6 2 Spoken Dialog Systems A classical pattern recognition system derives an hypothesis from some input stimulus, according to some previously obtained model. Let us now consider an SDS as an interactive pattern recognition system (Toselli et al., 2011) . Let h be the an hypothesis or output that the dialog manager of an SDS proposes. Then the user provides some feedback sig- nals, f , which iteratively help the dialog manager to refine or to improve its hypothesis until it is finally accepted by the user, as the diagram in Figure 1 a) shows. The hypotheses of the dialog manager are usually called actions in SDS literature. These actions typically consist in machine turns that include queries to a database to get the information required by the user, questions to the user to complete the data the system needs to fulfill user goals, strategies to recover recognition or understanding errors, turns providing information to the user as well as greeting turns. A basic simplification is to ignore the user feedback except for the last interaction or hypothesis h . Assuming the classical minimum-error criterion the Baye's decision rule is simplified to maximize the posterior P (h|h , f ), and a best hypothesisĥ is obtained as follows:
This maximization procedure defines the way the dialog manager of an SDS chooses the best hypothesis in the space of hypotheses H, i.e. the best action at each interaction step, given the previous hypothesis h and the user feedback f . However, alternative criteria could also be considered to make this decision. In fact, the strategy of dialog managers is usually based on maximizing the probability of achieving the unknown user goals at the end of the interaction procedure while minimizing the cost of getting them (Williams and Young, 2007) .
In an SDS, the interpretation of the user feedback f can not be considered a deterministic process. In fact the space of decoded feedbacks D is the output of an ASR system. Thus a best hypothesis can be obtained as follows (Toselli et al., 2011; Torres et al., 2012) :
where f is the user turn, d is the decoding of the user turn, h is the hypothesis or the output produced by the system and h is the history of the dialog. A suboptimal approach can be considered through a two step decoding: find first an optimal user feedbackd and then, used to decode system hypothesiŝ h as follows:
Simulated User
The development of a complete SDS requires an online learning to train the dialog manager strategy. Therefore, a large amount of dialogues is needed together with real users with different goals, expectations and behaviors. Thus, statical dialog managers are usually trained by simulated users (Levin et al., 2000) . A simulated user must provide the feedback f to the system at each interaction step. The user feedback f depends on its previous feedback f according to some unknown distribution P (f |f , h), which represents the user response to the history of system hypotheses and user feedbacks. This distribution considers the user behavior and stands for the user model M U and can also be defined considering now the user point of view. However, feedback f produced by the user in the previous interaction is not corrupted by any noisy channel, such as an ASR system, before arriving to the user again. Thus, a deterministic decoding d : F → D maps each user turn signal into its corresponding unique decoding d = d(f ) before arriving to the user model. Consequently the best decoded user feedbackd is the one that maximizes the posterior
Figure 2: User-Manager interaction steps whered is estimated using only the hypothesis produced by the system and the feedback produced by the user in the previous interaction step according to its user model. Figure 1 b) shows a simulated user interacting with a dialog manager according with a model of the user behavior. Equation (4) represents the way the user model decides the feedback to be produced at each interaction step. As in the case of the dialog manager, alternative criteria could be also considered to simulate the user behavior. In fact, many simulated user models can be found in the bibliography related to SDSs (Levin et al., 2000; Georgila et al., 2006; Lee and Eskenazi, 2012b) . Figure 2 shows some user-manager interaction steps.
Probabilistic Finite State Bi-Automata to model Dialogs
In this section we are defining a probabilistic finitestate model to deal with both the dialog manager hypothesis probability distribution P (h|d, h ) and the user feedback probability distribution P (d|h, d ). The model will be able to generate dialogs as alternative sequences of dialog manager hypothesish i and decoding of user feedbacksd i as in Figure 2 .
Some basic definitions
We first summarize the basic definitions of bi-string and stochastic regular bi-language provided by Torres and Casacuberta (2011). Let Σ and ∆ be two finite alphabets and Σ ≤m and ∆ ≤n , the finite sets of sequences of symbols in Σ and ∆ of length up to m and n respectively. Let Γ ⊆ (Σ ≤m × ∆ ≤n ) be a finite alphabet (extended alphabet) consisting of pairs of strings, that we call extended symbols, (s 1 . . . s i : t 1 . . . t j ) ∈ Γ such that s 1 . . . s i ∈ Σ ≤m and t 1 . . . t j ∈ ∆ ≤n with 0 ≤ i ≤ m and 0 ≤ j ≤ n.
Definition 3.1. A bi-language is a set of strings over an extended alphabet Γ, i.e., a set of strings of the
A string over an extended alphabet Γ will be called bi-string.
Torres and Casacuberta (2011) defined a stochastic bi-language as follows:
Definition 3.2. Given two finite alphabets Σ and ∆, a stochastic bi-language B is a probability distribution over Γ * where Γ ⊆ (Σ ≤m × ∆ ≤n ), m, n ≥ 0. Let z = z 1 . . . z |z| be a bi-string such that z i ∈ Γ for 1 ≤ i ≤ |z|. If P r B (z) denotes the probability of the bi-string z under the distribution B then z∈Γ * P r B (z) = 1.
Model definition
Let Σ be the finite alphabet of semantic symbols provided by some speech understanding system. Thus,
represents the decoding of a user feedback f . Let now ∆ be the finite alphabet of dialog acts that compose each of the hypothesesh i = h 1 . . . h |h i | ∈ ∆ ≤n provided by the dialog manager. Let z be a bi-string over the extended al-
have been obtained through some alignment between Σ ≤m and ∆ ≤n , i.e. between pairs of user feedbacks decoding provided at a user turn and dialog manager hypotheses provided at the next machine turn.
Let us now define a Dialog Model DM as a Deterministic and Probabilistic Finite-State BiAutomaton (Torres and Casacuberta, 2011) DM = (Σ, ∆, Γ, Q, δ, q 0 , P f , P ) where
• Σ and ∆ are two finite alphabets representing semantic symbols provided by the user and dialog acts provided by the dialog manager respectively, Γ is an extended alphabet such that Γ ⊆ (Σ ≤m × ∆ ≤n ), m, n ≥ 0. represents the empty symbol for both alphabets, i.e., ∈ Σ, ∈ ∆ and (˜ :˜ ) ∈ Γ. To simplify let˜ be .
• Q = Q M Q U is a finite set of states labelled by bi-strings (d i :h i ) ∈ Γ. The set Q M includes machine states before a machine turn providing an hypothesis and the set Q U includes user states before providing a feedback.
• δ ⊆ Q × Γ × Q is the union of two sets of transitions δ = δ M δ U as follows:
• q 0 ∈ Q M is the unique initial state and it is labelled as ( : ).
• P f : Q → [0, 1] is the final-state probability distribution
• P : δ → [0, 1] defines transition probability distributions (P (q, b, q ) ≡ P r(q , b|q) for b ∈ Γ and q, q ∈ Q) such that:
where a transition (q, b, q ) is completely defined by q and b. Thus, ∀q ∈ Q, ∀b ∈ Γ |{q : (q, b, q )}| ≤ 1
Let z be a bi-string over the extended alphabet Γ ⊆ Σ ≤m × ∆ ≤n such as z : z = z 1 . . . z |z| , z i = (d i :h i ) . z represents a dialog when z i is of the form z i = ( :h i ) for machine turns m i and z i = (d i : ) for user turns u i . Both, user and machine turns can also be null bi-strings of the form ( : ). Let now θ = (q 0 , z 1 , q 1 , z 2 , q 2 , . . . , q |z|−1 , z |z| , q |z| ), q i ∈ Q M , q i ∈ Q U , be a path for z in DM. The probability of generating θ is:
DM is unambiguous. Then, a given bi-string z can only be generated by DM through a unique valid path θ(z). Thus, the probability of generating z with DM is P r DM (z) = P r DM (θ(z)). Figure 3 shows a DM where bold lines define path θ matching some bi-string.
MACHINE TURN USER TURN
Figure 3: Probabilistic bi-automata DM defined in Section 3. Bold lines show a path θ matching some bi-string
Example Consider a simple railway information system where the alphabet of semantic units provided by the speech understanding system is defined as Σ = {Question, Sched, dest, orig, conf irm y, conf irm n, want, . . . } and the alphabet of dialog acts provided by the dialog manager is defined as ∆ = {Open, Close, Consult, Inf dest, Ask conf irm, Ask day, . . . }. Figure 4 shows a piece of a dialog labelled by sequences of symbols of Σ and ∆. This dialog is represented by the bi-string Let us now consider a dialog model DM inferred from a training corpus consisting of dialogs of the railway information task such as the one shown in Figure 4 . The sequence of states that correspond to the generation of the bi-string z is shown in the first column of Table 1 . The second column shows the corresponding state labels as well as the next machine or user turn. The probability of bi-string z being generated by DM is calculated as P r DM (z) = P r DM (θ(z)) according to Equation 6 where θ is the path for z in DM, i.e. θ = (q 0 , z 1 , q 1 , z 2 , q 2 , z 3 , q 3 , z 4 , q 4 , z 5 , q 5 , z 6 , q 6 , . . . ), q 0 , q 2 , q 4 , q 6 ∈ Q M , q 1 , q 3 , q 5 ∈ Q U as shown in Table 1 , z 1 , z 3 , z 5 represent dialog manager hypotheses of the form z i = ( :h i ) and z 2 , z 4 , z 6 represent user feedback decodings of the form z i = (d i : ).
Attributed model
The Dialog Model DM defined in Section 3 considers actions proposed by the dialog manager, i.e. sequences of dialog actsh i and sequences of decoding of user feedbacksd i . Additionally, each machine and/or user state need to be labelled with the values of all relevant internal variables, which can be updated after each user turn. Thus, an additional alphabet appears to represent valued attributes of these internal variables, thus leading to an attributed model.
Attributed finite automata were proposed for syntactic pattern recognition in the nineties (Koski et al., 1995) . The concept of attributed automata is a generalization of a finite automaton with attributes attached to states and contextual conditions as well as computational relations attached to transitions (Meriste, 1994) . A transition is labelled with an input symbol, a context condition and an attribute evaluation function. Attributed automata specify context-sensitive languages. However in cases of finite domains of attributes an attributed automaton can be transformed to a finite automaton which simulates its external behavior, i.e. the attributed recognizer. This simulation is based on homomorphisms (Meriste, 1994) . Stochastic versions of attributed grammar were then developed (Abney, 1997). However Abney (1997) showed that attribute-value grammars cannot be modeled adequately using statistical techniques which assume that statistical dependencies are accidental. More- over, hard computational problems arise that need specific parser methods (Osborne, 2000; Malouf and van Noord, 2004) .
In this section we propose an extension of the Dialog Model previously defined by adding a new alphabet of attributes. Assuming only discrete domains for the attributes they can be easily represented by a third string to be added to the state labels. Let us consider a dialog task characterized by a discrete set of internal variables such as date, hour, time, dest, .... These internal variables are a subset of the semantic decoding set, i.e. the subset of Σ set that consists of task dependent symbols.
These internal variables can lead to simple known, unknown attributes that can just be represented by the presence or absence of the attribute at each state. Thus, the new alphabet represents just the knowledge of the value as Ω = {day, hour, time, dest, ...}. But we may desire a more detailed description of these values, such as confirmed, known to some extend, unknown,... where known to some extend can be quantified by a short set of confidence scores. Thus, the new alphabet is now Ω = {day c, day 0.75, day 0.5, day 0.25, hour c, hour 0.75, hour 0.5, hour 0.25, ...} where day c means that the value of attribute day is confirmed and day 0.75, day 0.5 and day 0.25 represent different confidence scores for the attribute value.
The model DM previously defined in Section 3 can now be extended to get an attributed model A DM by just adding another finite alphabet as follows A DM = (Σ, ∆, Γ, Ω, Q, δ, q 0 , P f , P ) where
• Σ and ∆ are two finite alphabets representing semantic symbols provided by user and dialog acts provided by the dialog manager respectively, as defined in Section 3. Ω is a new finite set of symbols representing discrete valued attributes related with the dialog task.
• Q = Q M Q U is a finite set of states labelled by bi-strings (d i :h i ) ∈ Γ where now the valued attributes are also includedw i ∈ Ω * as follows:
• δ ⊆ Q × Γ × Q is the union of two sets of transitions δ = δ M δ U , as defined in Section 3.
• q 0 ∈ Q M is the unique initial state and it is labelled as [( : ), ]
• P f : Q → [0, 1] and P : δ → [0, 1] define the final and transition probability distributions as before in Section 3.
The knowledge of the attributes leads to different strategies for the dialog manager. A score of 0.25 would lead to a ask confirm dialog act whereas a confirmed value wouldn't need such a confirmation. Thus, the transition function δ ⊆ Q × Γ × Q and the transition probability distribution P : δ → [0, 1] have a strong dependency of internal attributed attached to the states.
Example Let A DM be an attributed model inferred from a training corpus consisting of dialogs of the railway information task such as the one shown in Figure 4 where the attribute alphabet has been defined as Ω = {Sched c, ..., Sched 0.25, dest c, ...., orig c, orig 0.25, . . . }. Third column in Table 1 shows the attributes attached to each state of the path θ for the bi-tring z when generated by the A DM. The attributes first appear after the first user turn, which ask for schedules and inform about destination. But the ASR provides low confidence about the recognized values. Thus, the next machine hypothesis is an Ask conf irm dialog act. Finally machine state q 6 has attached two confirmed attributes and one more with some confidence score.
Putting models to work
In this section we deal with practical issues related to the use of the proposed models. We first deal with the learning and smoothing procedures. We then show two different application tasks: dialog generation and human-machine interaction.
Learning and smoothing models
Get a dialog corpus consisting of pairs of user and system turns. Then get the model topology as well as an initial maximum likelihood estimation of the parameters of both dialog manager and simulated user probability distributions. This model needs to deal also with unseen events, i.e. unknown situations at training corpus. The dialog manager can provide an hypothesis ( :h i ) that does not lead to any of the existing states created when trained form the dialog corpus. In the same way simulated user can provide a user feedback (d i : ) not appearing in the training corpus, so not in the model. The model needs to be generalized in order to deal with any hypothesis or user feedback. Thus a back-off smoothing strategy needs to be carried out. This strategy creates new edges to existing nodes, when possible. Alternatively it searches for similar nodes to create the new edges (Torres et al., 2012) . Thus the similarity between pairs of states needs to be estimated. States of the proposed models are labelled by
In practice, a string consisting of the concatenation ofd i ,h i andw i is used. As a consequence string metrics like Levenshtein distance can be easily used to measure similarity between pairs of states (Georgila et al., 2006) . Figure 3 shows the way to generate dialogs with the proposed model. Let us train two models, one acts as a dialog manager and provides hypotheses according to Equation 3 and the other one acts as a simulated user according to Equation 4. However, different strategies can be defined in order to get a higher variability of dialogs. As an example Torres et al. (2012) proposes a random user feedback choice of decoded signals among the one defined in each state. Preliminary experiments were carried to generate a set of dialogs by training a model from dialog corpus representing real man machine dialogs aimed to get bus information systems. These experiments showed manageable model sizes, good task completion rates and good model behaviors.
Generating dialogs: cooperative models
On the other hand this formulation also suggests the joint decoding of user and machine turns. Find first a suboptimal best pathθ with a maximization approach and then estimate the best bi-string as follows:θ ≈ arg max θ∈g(z) P r A DM (θ)
z = arg max z P r A DM (θ(z))
where g(z) denotes the set of possible paths in A DM matching z andẑ = z 1 . . . z |z| , z i = (d :h i ) represents the best estimated dialog consisting of bistrings z i of the form z i = ( :h i ) for machine turns and on the form z i = (d i : ) for user turns.
Human machine interaction
The proposed models can also be used to model SDS. The first model obtained from a dialog corpus would need to be improved by defining different dialog manager strategies and simulated user behaviors. Error recovery strategies need also be defined to deal with ASR errors. Then run the system until desired dialog goals are successfully achieved for different simulated user behaviors. Finally run the SDS with real users and use adaptive learning to obtain a dialog manager adapted to real interaction feedbacks.
6 Concluding remarks and future work Some statistical pattern recognition techniques have been proposed to deal with spoken dialog systems. Specifically in the interactive pattern recognition framework the joint probability distribution over some semantic language provided by the speech understanding system and the language of actions provided by the dialog manager need to be estimated. In this work we have proposed to model this joint probability distribution by stochastic regular bi-languages that have also been successfully used for machine translation purposes. To this end a Probabilistic Finite State Bi-Automaton has been defined in the paper. As an extension to this model we have also proposed an attributed model that allows to deal with the task attribute values. Valued attributed are attached to the states in such a way that usual learning and smoothing techniques can be applied. As far as we know it is the first approach based on stochastic bi-languages formally defined to deal with dialog tasks.
